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1  Introduction

Recent progress in computer and network
technologies has led to an explosive increase
in the distribution of digital content containing
images, voice data, and text. As a result, the
importance of information hiding, which
embeds invisible information within content,
is growing in a range of applications: assertion
of copyright over digital content, identifica-
tion of distribution routes, and as camouflage
to prevent electronic eavesdropping over the
information route.

Most traditional information hiding tech-
niques throughout history have used natural
language text as the cover media. A pixel in
an image, for example, could correspond to a
character in a secret text. Characters constitute
a portion of the meaning of the text, and a
character is linked in a fixed manner to a char-
acter code. Thus, if artificiality is added to the
character codes to hide information in a text,

this immediately affects the characters and
their meanings. These effects may significant-
ly damage the quality of the text and increase
the risk that the artificiality is discovered. For
this reason, to date most techniques for hiding
information in text have included the data
within the layout information—ultimately an
image-based approach and thus inapplicable to
plain text (with a limited number of excep-
tions)［1］-［4］. However, even in today's wide-
spread multimedia environment, information
exchange through text, as in email, remains
the primary method of communication. The
importance of text as a means of communica-
tion is not likely to diminish, and we can
expect to see continued applications of infor-
mation hiding using text as the cover media.

A secret sharing scheme is a technique that
allows decoding of secret information only
when shared pieces of information are com-
bined［5］［6］. As one implementation of such a
scheme, Naor et al.［7］have proposed Visual
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Cryptography (or the Visual Secret Sharing
Scheme; referred to as VSSS hereafter). With
this technique, the secret image appears only
when two or more semi-transparent slides are
superposed. This method has been extensively
studied for research and commercialization as
an information-hiding technique in which
decoding does not require computers but
instead relies on human observation［8］［9］［10］.

This paper takes particular note of one
characteristic of VSSS: it functions by super-
imposing image content—actual media［11］.
To provide similar means for content other
than images, we propose our Text Secret Shar-
ing Scheme (referred to as TSSS hereafter),
which uses natural language texts as the cover
media. The proposed TSSS technique overlays
two or more shared texts, and the sequence of
characters read from the top layer to the bot-
tom layer forms the secret text. From the
sequence of characters obtained in the com-
piled layers, the secret text is extracted
through morphological analysis.

Section 2 discusses the principles of TSSS
relative to VSSS. Section 3 explains the
method of generating the shared texts and
implementing the technique. Section 4 dis-
cusses the set of assumptions required to
extract and validate the assumptions. Section
5 discusses the requirements for generating
shared texts that appear natural, and presents
possible improvements to the proposed TSSS
technique. Section 6 consists of a discussion.
Section 7 describes future perspectives.

2  Principles of TSSS

TSSS can be defined as an information-
hiding method in which secret text is divided
into two or more shared texts; the secret text is
recovered by superposing these texts. With the
“skytale cipher”, used by the ancient Greeks,
the sender of the message wrapped a paper
tape around a drum of a certain thickness,
wrote on the paper in the direction of the
drum's axis, and then unwound the paper tape
to send to the recipient. The recipient wrapped
the paper tape around another drum of the

same diameter to recover the message. In
other words, the skytale cipher scrambles the
character sequence at a constant interval
according to the diameter of the drum. TSSS
applies this concept of the skytale cipher as a
process corresponding to the superposition in
VSSS. Specifically, two or more shared texts
are each written horizontally; the first charac-
ter of the texts are aligned with each other
(under the assumption that the character
widths are the same), and the secret text
appears in the vertical sequence of the charac-
ters at a certain position. Figure 1 shows an
example. In this case, each turn of the paper
tape in the skytale cipher corresponds to each
shared text (each line). In this example, it
should be noted that each shared text has a
self-contained meaning.

The character sequences obtained in the
layered shared texts are meaningless except
for the embedded secret text, which holds the
intended meaning. In the Japanese texts shown
Fig.1, the character sequences obtained in the
pile are read vertically, for example, as 波測線
０のる発た｣な, 数所古年施各表もとっ, 目山河
程策学のの題た, 盛岡駅前が会場です。, の己よ
に不のとある皆, and ０雄り紹十雑しる一さ.
The secret text in this case is 盛岡駅前が会場で
す｡(The meeting place is in front of Morioka
Station.) To find the secret text, natural-lan-
guage recognition is required. In other words,
the secret text is distinguished from other text
in that the former conveys natural-language
meaning.

The principles of TSSS described above
may be stated as follows: the number of char-
acters from the beginning of the shared text up
to the first character of embedded secret text is

Fig.1 Principles of TSSS
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required to be the same for all shared texts;
this requirement is used as a clue in extracting
the secret text. Generally, if the positions of all
the characters constituting the secret text in
each shared text is known at extraction, the
number of characters in each shared text does
not need to be the same. However, when the
number is not the same, it is necessary to stip-
ulate that positional information—specifically,
the key—is shared both by the embedding
agent and the extractor of the secret text. The
TSSS proposed in this paper sets a high priori-
ty on reducing the frequency of key use, as in
VSSS. Thus, each shared text in TSSS fea-
tures the same number of characters prior to
the initial character of the secret text.

In the technique proposed by Shamir and
Blakley et al., the shared data are simple ran-
dom bit sequences, and the data is stored on
media such as hard disks. As the shared data is
itself random, there is the risk that a third
party with access to the storage medium will
clearly see that the text contains secret infor-
mation. Particularly in text data, few docu-
ments consist of random character sequences.
Such a document immediately raises the sus-
picion of hidden information, and this suspi-
cion represents a threat to the effectiveness of
information hiding. Thus, the shared text
should form a natural document with meaning,
to avoid eliciting attacker suspicion concern-
ing the text in question.

Based on the above principles, Section 3
explains the method of generating the shared
texts and the implementation of this technique,
and Section 4 discusses the set of assumptions
required to extract and validate the assump-
tions.

3  Generation of shared texts

As discussed in the previous section, our
aim is to prepare shared texts that consist of
meaningful natural language. However, an
enormous amount of knowledge and compli-
cated algorithms are required for a computer
to synthesize such meaningful natural lan-
guage through individual word combinations.

As the content of the shared text does not need
to convey specific information in TSSS, but
rather must simply appear natural, it is ineffi-
cient to synthesize texts from individual
words. We thus propose that text be stored in a
database not by word but by sentence (ending
with a period), and that shared texts be gener-
ated through the connection of these sen-
tences.

The following shows the algorithm for
generating the shared texts.
[Definition]

The symbol { } denotes a set, and the sym-
bol < > denotes an ordered set. An uppercase
alphabetic character denotes a text (or a set of
texts) and a lowercase alphabetic character
(except suffixes) denotes a character.

Secret text E is defined as an ordered set
consisting of the character sequence < e1, e2,
..., eε>. Here, ei is a Japanese character and E
is a Japanese sentence containingεcharacters.
For the example of Fig.1,

E = < 盛, 岡, 駅, 前, が, 会, 場, で, す, 。>.
In this example,ε is 10.

The text database D is expressed as a set
of texts, {T1, T2, ...}.

An element of D, Tx, is an ordered set con-
sisting of the character sequence < tx1, tx2, ... >.
The last element of Tx (the last character) is
the Japanese period, “。”. There are no restric-
tions regarding the length of Tx.

In the following, we consider a case in
whichε is the same as the number of shared
texts.
[Process procedure]

(1) Extract texts, each containing a charac-
ter in the secret text, from the database.

For all i that satisfy 1 i ε, extract text
Txi containing ei from D. Let ei = txizi (∈Txi).
As a result,

<e1, e2, …, eε>
≡<tx1z1, tx2z2, ..., txεzε>
(2) Process for matching the number of

characters
Next, extract {Twi} (∈D, 1 i ε) that satisfy

Twi = < twi1, twi2, ..., twi yi >
and

y1 + z1 = y2 + z2 = ... = yε+ zε
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from D. Let this value be denoted as j.
Here, each Twi consists of one or more sen-
tences.
(3) Synthesis of shared text

Let the shared texts <S1, S2 , ..., Sε> be
denoted as

S1 = <Tw1, Tx1>
S1 = <tw11, tw12, ..., tw1y1, tx11, tx12, ...>,
S2 = <Tw2, Tx2>
S2 = <tw21, tw22, ..., tw2y2, tx21, tx22, ...>,
...
Sε= <Twε, Txε>
Sε= <twε1, twε2, ..., twεyε, txε1, txε2, ...>.

(End of process)
The principle of the above process is to

synthesize {Si} for all i that satisfy 1 i ε,
so that the j-th character of Si is e i (= txi zi).
{Twi} is inserted only for matching the num-
ber of characters.

The above procedure is implemented via
perl script. All articles［12］in the past 20 years
of “CRL News”, the newsletter of the CRL
(Communications Research Laboratory), are
used as the text database. All of these articles
contain technical information limited to nearly
a single field—communication technology—
and thus lend themselves to combination. The
size of the database is approximately 5 MB.

Among the 10 shared texts generated with
the secret text, 盛岡駅前が会場です｡ (ε= 10),
two examples are shown below. Of the charac-
ters that constitute the secret text (referred to
as the secret characters), the first example
contains 盛 and the second example contains
が.

最近は、本来の電離層を介する伝搬よりも、
むしろ宇宙通信に対して電離層が与える影響に
関する研究の方が活発になっている傾向があ
る。もっとも内側の太線の円は衛星軌道を地球
上に投影したものを表わすと同時に半径方向の
臨界周波数目盛の０ＭＨｚを示す。

(The recent tendency shows that more
studies are conducted in relation with the
effect of the ionosphere on space communica-
tion than the communication by the ionos-
phere itself (forward propagation ionospheric
scatter: FPIS). The innermost thick circle rep-

resents a projection of the satellite orbit onto
the earth and indicates the 0 MHz position of
the critical frequency scale in the radial direc-
tion at the same time.)

この現象は雷放電による電波が電離層上部
の多種類のイオンと作用し、特に重水素イオン
と共鳴作用をすることによって生じたものと考
え、これを重水素ホイッスラと呼ぶことにした。
卒直に言って、当所は一般へのＰＲという面で、
その施策が不十分であったと認めざるを得ない
現況である。(Considering that this phenome-
non is caused by the interaction between radio
waves due to lightning discharge and many
types of ions in the upper ionosphere, particu-
larly through the resonance with deuterium
ions, we have decided to call the phenomenon
the deuterium whistler. Frankly, the present
status of CRL shows that we have not con-
ducted sufficient activities in the light of gen-
eral public relations.) 

As an example of the operation of the
algorithm, the process for generating the
shared text above containing 盛 is described
below.
(Step 1)

Find a sentence containing the secret char-
acter 盛 from the text database and extract the
following sentence, Txi (Txi is referred to as
the extracted sentence.)

もっとも内側の太線の円は衛星軌道を地球
上に投影したものを表わすと同時に半径方向の
臨界周波数目盛の０MHzを示す。 (The inner-
most thick circle represents a projection of the
satellite orbit onto the earth and indicates the 0
MHz position of the critical frequency scale in
the radial direction at the same time.)

Here, if two or more sentences containing
the same secret character are present in the
database, the sentence registered earlier in the
database is selected as the extracted sen-
tence. If a sentence containing the secret char-
acter is not present in the database, the
process fails and ends. If the process fails,
modify the secret text manually or take other
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corrective measures, and repeat the process.
(Step 2)

Find extracted sentences similarly for the
remaining secret characters.
(Step 3)

When extracted sentences are obtained for
all secret characters, find the sentence contain-
ing the largest number of characters between
the beginning of the sentence and the secret
character and count the total number of char-
acters in this sentence (referred to as the maxi-
mum number of characters). In the above
example, the extracted sentence for 岡 pro-
vides the maximum number of characters,
110.
(Step 4)

For the rest of the extracted sentences,
subtract (i) the number of characters from the
beginning of the sentence to the secret charac-
ter from (ii) the maximum number of charac-
ters. For the extracted sentence containing 盛,
there are 47 characters from the beginning of
the sentence to the secret character; thus, the
calculated difference here is 63.
(Step 5)

Extract a sentence, T wi, of a length equal
to the calculated difference from the text data-
base. If two or more sentences of the same
length are present in the database, select the
sentence registered earlier in the database. For
the extracted sentence containing 盛, the fol-
lowing sentence is extracted as the 63-charac-
ter Twi:

最近は､本来の電離層を介する伝搬よりも､
むしろ宇宙通信に対して電離層が与える影響に
関する研究の方が活発になっている傾向があ
る｡(Recent tendencies show that more studies
are conducted in relation with the effect of the
ionosphere on space communication than the
communication by the ionosphere itself (for-
ward propagation ionospheric scatter: FPIS).

(Step 6)
Generate the shared text Si by connecting

Twi and Tx i.
This is the end of the process.

4  Extraction of secret text

To extract the secret text by compiling the
shared texts, the embedded position of the
secret text must be identified. If the informa-
tion regarding the embedded position is not
available at extraction, the secret text and
other character sequences must be separated
based on natural-language properties. For this
purpose, the secret text must be a phrase with
meaning. This textual restriction recalls the
difficulty in VSSS of extracting the original
secret image from background visually when
the secret image is meaningless, as the outline
of the image cannot be identified. Thus, the
corresponding textual restriction is reasonable
in the application of a secret sharing scheme.
With this restriction, the possibility that char-
acter sequences other than the secret text will
accidentally hold meaning as phrases is small.
Thus, extracting a meaningful phrase through
natural language processing is considered
equivalent to extracting the secret text.
Accordingly, the secret text can be extracted
by visual observation. However, here we
investigate extraction using natural language
processing.

Based on the above premises, let us estab-
lish the following assumption in order to
extract the secret text through natural lan-
guage processing.
[Assumption]

Morphological analysis, which divides a
text into morphemes (the minimum unit con-
stituting a word), is a basic type of natural lan-
guage processing. In morphological analysis,
meaningless phrases frequently form a chain
of single-character morphemes.

To verify the above assumption, morpho-
logical analysis is performed for sentences
with meaning and random character
sequences, and the appearance frequencies of
single-character morphemes are compared.

8098 Japanese character sequences with
meaning are extracted from main technical
expository texts［13］and random character
sequences are generated from the same texts*.
These character sequences are then morpho-
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logically analyzed. Here the “Chasen”［15］
morphological analyzer and its standard mor-
phological dictionary are used. The number of
morphemes in character sequences with mean-
ing is 4,444, while the number of morphemes
in the random character sequences is 7062.
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the
number of characters in a morpheme and the
appearance frequency of each character. In the
technical expository text, single-character
morphemes comprise slightly less than half of
total morphemes (48%), while they constitute
90% of the total for random character
sequences, with the longest morpheme con-
taining only three characters. Next, Figure 3
shows the relationship between the length of a
single-morpheme chain and the frequency of
appearance. In technical expository text, the
single-character morphemes constitute
approximately half of the total, as shown in
Fig.2, while single-character morpheme
chains containing three or more single-charac-
ter morphemes form only 11% of the total. On
the other hand, for random character
sequences, these long chains constitute 86% of
the total. From these results, we can conclude
that a phrase with meaning can be extracted at
high probability by locating short chains of
single-character morphemes, which confirms
the validity of the established assumption. In
implementation, phrases for which Chasen

produces a single-character morpheme chain
containing less than three single-character
morphemes are considered as candidates for
the secret text. With this threshold value, the
error rate in extracting a random character
sequence as the secret text, in other words,
“1—[compatibility]” can be estimated as 14%,
and the error rate in overlooking a phrase with
meaning (“1—[reproducibility]”) can be esti-
mated as 11%. If the threshold length of the
single-character morpheme chain is larger,
reproducibility increases but compatibility
decreases. If it is shorter, the reverse occurs.

Figure 4 shows the results of morphologi-
cal analysis by compiling the shared texts
shown in Fig.1 in the correct order. The phrase
with less than three single-character mor-
phemes in a chain 盛岡駅前が会場です。 (the
part indicated in the parentheses), is extracted
as candidate secret text.

* BookNoise ver1.01［14］, free software for encoding
and decoding character strings, was used. Reference［13］
is encoded with this tool once (into an ASCII character
sequence) and converted to a completely different Japan-
ese character sequence with a different key. We consider
the resultant character sequence as randomized, although
not a random character sequence in a strict mathematical
sense.

Fig.2 Relationship between the number of characters in a morpheme and the frequency of
appearance
The numerical figure is the number of characters in each morpheme.
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5  Discussion of the naturalness of
shared texts

In a secret sharing scheme, the secret
information cannot be recovered completely if
some of the shared text is lost. Thus, the threat
is that a third party may discover that informa-
tion is concealed within the shared text and
may destroy or modify the data. To make the
secret information difficult to detect, it is
important to maintain naturalness in the gener-
ated shared texts.

The proposed TSSS technique does not
contain a process for synthesizing the sen-
tences themselves. The shared texts are gener-
ated by connecting two or more sentences
extracted from the text database consisting of
existing human-made sentences. Thus, the
proposed technique does not present a prob-
lem of naturalness in terms of each standalone
sentence. The problem lies in maintaining nat-
uralness in the connections between the sen-
tences. 

The naturalness in the connections
between sentences depends on whether the
sentences are consistent with respect to a sin-
gle topic; in other words, whether they have a
unified meaning as a whole. Yamamoto et al.
showed that “cohesion” between sentences
can be used for quantitative assessment of the

meaning of a text［16］. According to these
authors, cohesion is expressed in terms of the
connecting words, such as conjunctions and
adverbs, and words with similar meanings
(repeated words, hypernyms or hyponyms,
synonyms, and antonyms). In other words, if
two sentences are connected by a conjunction
or if words with similar meanings appear fre-
quently, the sentences have strong cohesion.
Thus, the naturalness of the shared texts can
be improved by using these proposed criteria
of coherence to select the extracted sentence
when two or more candidate sentences are
present in the database. While the current
method selects whichever sentence was first
registered, the improved method employs the
following process.

For the sentence Txi containing the charac-
ter constituting the secret text (the secret char-
acter), and the sentence T wi to identify the
number of characters from the beginning of
the text to the secret character, calculate the
cohesion based on the method proposed by
Yamamoto et al. throughout 1 i ε. Select
the combinations of Txi and Twi that maximize
the sum of cohesions through 1 i ε as the
shared text.

In the proposed technique, the content of
each shared text is arbitrary as long as textual
naturalness is maintained. Thus, the text data-

Fig.3 Relationship between the length of a single-character morpheme chain and the frequen-
cy of appearance 
The numerical figure is the number of single-character morphemes in each chain.
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base may be selected arbitrarily without
restrictions on content. The improved cohe-
sion through the above process increases the
naturalness of the shared text; moreover,
replacing the text database can further
improve the naturalness of the shared text if
the same method is employed. For example,
with a text database consisting of sentence
data divided into detailed genres or categories,
restrictions may be set stipulating that sen-
tences belonging to the same sub-category
should only be used for Txi and Twi; this will
increase the naturalness of the generated
shared text even further.

As such, the proposed technique allows for
expansion to improve the naturalness of the
shared texts, as is appropriate for an initially

proposed text secret sharing scheme.

6  Discussion

Except for methods that use the order of
superposition as a key, many VSSS methods
use simple superposition of shared data upon
extraction without a key. On the other hand,
the currently proposed technique uses the
order of compiled shared texts as the key and
assumes that this key is shared at embedding
and extraction. If the compiling order is incor-
rect, visual extraction will not be able to find
the phrases with meaning. The technique pro-
posed in this paper, on the other hand can find
the secret text in principle, even in the absence
of information on superposition, using all pos-

Fig.4 Results of morphological analysis for the shared texts in Fig.1
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sible layering permutations in its analysis. The
number of permutations for the compiling
order isε!; thus, the computational cost
increases ifε is large, which presents a prob-
lem. Nevertheless, by speeding up the mor-
phological analysis and applying parallel pro-
cessing, it is possible to implement an extrac-
tion method without using a key, as in VSSS.

The proposed technique requires that the
number of characters in the secret text be the
same as or smaller than the number of charac-
ters in the shared texts. This means that many
shared texts are required when embedding a
long secret text. Thus, the proposed technique
is not suitable for applications requiring
exceedingly long secret texts. Use of the tech-
nique is limited by the requirements of the
secret information. Nevertheless, this limita-
tion is equivalent to the difficulty in VSSS of
using complicated or low-contrast images as
the secret image. Such restrictions are
inevitable when applying a secret sharing
scheme to content. Such a scheme is useful
when distributing secret information for key
recovery and key escrow and is essential when
implementing a multi-party protocol. The
technique can also be used for multiplexing a
cipher to increase security in cipher communi-
cation using two or more cipher techniques.
On the other hand, the proposed technique is
not suitable for sharing long secret texts, as
already discussed; it is most suitable for appli-
cations involving distributed sharing of keys.

An ordinary secret sharing scheme cannot
restore the secret data if even a single item of
shared data is missing. On the other hand, the
proposed Text Secret Sharing Scheme increas-
es in completeness as the number of missing
shared texts decreases. Thus, when enough
shared texts are collected to interpolate the
missing characters of the secret text based on
context, the secret text is essentially recovered
even if not all shared texts are present. This is
inevitably the case as long as the shared data
and the secret data both consist of natural-lan-
guage texts with meaning. However, the pro-
posed technique uses morphological analysis
to extract the secret text, so that splitting of

morphemes is highly possible when a portion
of the secret characters is missing. This prop-
erty is expected to lead to failure in extracting
the missing secret text portion as a phrase with
meaning, and decoding becomes highly
unlikely. The relationship between the defi-
ciency of the secret text and the security in the
recovery of the secret text will require future
quantitative verification.

7  Conclusions

This paper proposes a secret sharing
scheme that uses a natural-language text as the
medium for information hiding. The paper
also discusses the results of implementation of
a shared text generation function and a secret
text extraction function. For the latter, mor-
phological analyses are performed for charac-
ter sequences with meaning and for random
character sequences, and the results are com-
pared. As a result it is demonstrated that a
phrase that produces three or less single-char-
acter morphemes in a chain represents an
appropriate threshold. The naturalness of the
generated shared texts is also discussed, with
the conclusion that the proposed technique
may be improved using the concept of cohe-
sion between sentences constituting each
shared text.

In the future, studies will mainly focus on
resolving the problems pointed out in the dis-
cussion above and on evaluating the natural-
ness of the generated shared texts, including
subjective evaluation experiments. We will
also consider properties of a text database suit-
able for the proposed technique and evaluate
these properties through application to a large
number of sample secret texts. Additionally,
we will study specific applications of the pro-
posed technique.
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